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Abstract: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of non-coding RNA gene whose final product is a 22 nucleotide
functional RNA molecule, a class of novel post-transcriptional gene expression regulators. Members of the
miRNA family were originally found as small temporal RNAs (stRNAs) that regulates developmental transitions
in Caenorhabditis elegans . Micro RNA has an exuberant role in neoplastic transformation either by increasing1

the oncogene expression or by decreasing the tumour suppressor gene and oncogenes. This review provides
comprehensive information about micro RNA and its role in cancer diagnosis and therapeutics.
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INTRODUCTION the  double-stranded   DNA    binding   proteins  and

MicroRNA (miRNA) was originally discovered in The mature miRNA commonly termed as miR, is processed
1993 [2] and was explained as a small, non-coding RNA from a typical stem–loop sequence called a pre-mir, that is
(lin-4) molecule in Caenorhabditis elegans. It is found to in turn excised from a longer primary transcript..
modify lin-14 protein expression [3, 4]. Later after some Mature miRNAs are related with a cellular complex
years, the second miRNA, let-7, was revealed in C. which is similar to the RNA-promoted silencing complex
elegans [5]. The two discoveries of miRNA motivated for RNA interference [12, 13].Mature miRNAs controls
additional studies on discovery of new miRNAs. As a protein expression at post -transcriptional levels by
result a large class of small non-coding RNAs initiated binding directly to definite messenger RNA molecules.
with a varied range of biological functions, namely cell The exact binding of miRNAs endorses degradation of
death and proliferation, hematopoiesis and mRNA and may delay the translation process.
tumourigenesis [6, 7]. The miRNAs diverse structure and Dysregulation of miRNAs is frequent in a variety of
length are also extensively variable. cancers and plays a vital role in carcinogenesis or tumor

Micro RNA: MiRNA belongs to a group of gene-specific pattern, e g: miR-21.
regulators. MiRNAs are f20-nt long, single-stranded,
noncoding RNA molecules which are encoded in long MiRNAs as Oncogene and Tumour Suppressors:
prime forms in the nucleus [8]. They play significant role MiRNAs  play  an  important  function  as  a  novel class
in the regulation of target genes by binding to of  oncogenes   and   tumour   suppressor   genes  [14].
corresponding regions of messenger transcripts to The involvement of miRNAs in tumor is based on their
suppress their translation or regulate degradation [9-11]. differential expression in neoplastic tissues in a tumor
The primary miRNAs are initially transported into the specific manner, compared to normal tissues [15] and in
cytoplasm dynamically soon after they are processed by primary tumors when compared to metastatic tissue [16].
cellular nucleases, e.g.,  Drosha.   Cytoplasmic  miRNAs The miRNAs with elevated expression in tumours are
are then processed by Dicer into the mature forms. considered to function as oncogenes and hence are
MiRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II and by termed  as  oncomirs.  These o ncomirs  negatively  hinder

these transcripts are being capped and polyadenylated.

progression through, altering the normal gene expression
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tumour suppressor genes, arrest cell differentiation or CONCLUSION
apoptosis and thus promote tumour development. MiR-
184 is a contender oncogenic miRNA in tongue SCC and MiRNAs are currently definitely recognized as potent
may play a part in the antiapoptosis and proliferation of post-transcriptional regulators of gene expression by
tongue SCC cells [17]. MiR-15a and miR-16-1 are a classic concurrently modulating a  number   of  target  genes.
examples of tumor suppressor gene miRNA. A cluster at From the time when the first miRNA lin-4 was revealed in
the stage of chromosome 13q14.3, a region commonly C. elegans and RNA intervention, there is an exponential
deleted in chronic lymphocytic leukemia [18], miR-15a and increase in the information about the mechanism of
-16 exhibit expression levels inversely associated to the miRNA-mediated gene regulation and their role in disease.
BCL2. In disparity, a few miRNAs reveal decreased The emergence in the involvement of dysregulation of
expression in cancerous cells and so considered as miRNAs with cancer initiation and progression, probably
tumour suppressor genes. miRNAs which are tumor through the modulation of apoptosis and their role in
suppressor in nature frequently avert tumour progression cancer diagnosis, prognosis and therapy plays an
by negatively inhibiting oncogenes, as well as the genes important factor.
that control cell differentiation or apoptosis. miRNA let-7
is one of the beginning member of the miRNA family [19], REFERENCES
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